
“ We’re a bunch of like-minded people 
who trust one another to do a great job.”

WE TAKE OUR CULTURE TO HEART

PulseCX Culture Book www.PulseCX.com



We appreciate your interest in PulseCX. In fact, we’re really excited to share what we’re all about.  

That’s why we created this Culture Book. It gives you a little look into what makes us tick.

After you check it out, we’d love to hear what you think.

Happy reading from everyone at PulseCX!

Go ahead and take our pulse
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What’s culture mean at PulseCX?
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Every company has a culture. At PulseCX, we’ll stack ours against any other place of business.  

That’s because we know “culture” isn’t concocted on a whiteboard by a bunch of execs. 

It’s the living, breathing attitude expressed by people who have each other’s backs every day.  

Our culture is about natural respect and collaboration. It’s a shared bond that makes us work stronger 

together. We trust each other, and it makes each day of work all the more productive and fun.



What’s culture mean at PulseCX?

“I view our culture as self-expression. We really allow everyone to be themselves.”06 PulseCX Culture Book

Nose to the grindstone? Nah, we like ours the  

way it is. We collaborate—in big teams and small—

to find smarter, more efficient ways to get things 

done. The result is better work and more time  

to enjoy the company of other PulseCXers at 

ImPulse events (more on that later).

Work smart, play hard

Sure we’re a deadline business, but we believe that 

creating a corner-cut product is a waste of time. 

That’s why each person is empowered to “stop the 

presses” and make sure every idea or execution  

is top quality. We also know that delivering great 

work that serves our clients’ needs attracts even  

more business and helps our people grow.

Quality first, please
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“ Come on, guys! My culture’s all about back scratches and rawhide bones.” 
       —Theo, EVP of Dogs

Our working-together dynamic evolves with every hire and freelancer who comes aboard. Everybody 

makes it a point to know the person (not the resumé) as quickly as possible. We recognize how new 

people help expand our shared knowledge and collective growth opportunities. You’re encouraged  

to let your freak flag fly—perhaps within limits.

Live and active culture

No, we are not a company full of vampires. (Although that would be cool.)  

We’re a dog-friendly sort of company, and we have a dog-of-the-day policy.  

So if you encounter one of our four-legged friends, petting is strongly encouraged.

Hey, nice canines!
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Here, collaboration’s the new competition.
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We’re with each other for a lot of consecutive hours almost every day of the week.  

On top of that, we formulate strategic, tactical, technical, and creative solutions for some 

pretty complex client challenges. This means none of us goes it alone. We’re all open  

to the best answer coming from any person, at any level, at any time.

We get there by working together, in big teams and small ones. We feel safe knowing  

that a controversial idea—even if it’s not the right one—won’t get us dinged.  

Raising your hand and saying “Yes, but…” is a good thing here.



At PulseCX, we all bring special talents and knowledge to the 

table. Each one of us has unique responsibilities. Yet when new 

challenges pop up, the best people for the job step up to take 

charge. Sometimes this means one of us moves beyond his or 

her role to deliver special skills at the right time and place.

Putting talent to task

Here, collaboration’s the new competition.

We don’t have an open-door policy. We have a no-door policy. Everyone’s desk is in our common space—

even the President and the CEO. Community workspaces like the Kitchen Table and the Living Room 

help us collaborate at ease. We also have solitude spaces for when we need to get our deep thinking on.

The floor is open
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When one, a bunch, or all of us do well,  

we like to recognize and learn from each  

other’s accomplishments. Sometimes it’s  

in an all-agency meeting. 

We also have Thank You Notes—displayed  

for all to see in our kitchen—for person- 

to-person accolades.

We celebrate family-style
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When you walk into PulseCX, you’ll encounter our hand-crafted Chalkboard Wall.  

It announces agency happenings, welcomes visitors, and spotlights the dog-of-the-day.  

There are also idea boards around the office for people to share fun and/or interesting thoughts.

Today’s Special!

pulsecx_ Getting ready to celebrate our 1  
year anniversary as PulseCX! #familydinner 
#agencylife #PulseCXfamily  
#PulseCXturnsone

pulsecx_
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Want to be part of a big family?
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That would be one crazy Thanksgiving dinner table.

Like with any close group, sometimes we get along easily and other times we have  

to debate the best way forward. Either way, we all hold to the same belief—we’re here 

to drive client, personal, and PulseCX success by creating the best product possible. 

Together we win.



Want to be part of a big family?

I’ve got your back. 

Kindness is strength.

Mutual respect.  

Lead by example. 

Your voice matters. 

These are the kind of values taken to heart 

at PulseCX. It’s about making space for deep 

collaboration, honest communication, and  

healthy conflict (yeah, it’s okay to disagree  

with each other here) to create a rewarding 

experience and top-shelf work.

We value shared values

experiences beyond measure
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Face-to-face collaboration drives how well we work together. But sometimes life happens and  

people have to take care of business at home. We respect that and help each other out when out-of-

office needs pop up. It’s about being responsible for your own work and pitching in when a teammate 

needs it—because having each other’s back is how we do it at PulseCX.

Respecting the balance
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Storytelling is in our blood. It’s what we do for clients to help make brands come alive and

resonate with their customers. That’s why you’ll see many pillars around the office plastered

with movie posters. They’re an homage to our storytelling passion and a display of great

stories that have moved us.

We LOVE a good story

We’re a bunch of smart, driven people. But that doesn’t mean we push each  

other around. In fact, the practice of fighting just to be right is frowned upon  

here. Everybody deserves to be heard at PulseCX. Plus, the dogs in our office  

really hate rude people.

Big egos—a no-go



Community improvement—the PulseCX way
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From holiday parties and happy hours to pro bono work and charity support, 

we believe in improving our community inside and outside of PulseCX. 

And we have a great time doing it.



Community improvement—the PulseCX way
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ImPulse is a rotating group of PulseCXers who 

create ways to improve the community inside  

and outside of our company. This includes  

planned and spontaneous holiday and event 

parties, programs to help us recognize each  

other’s accomplishments, and organized efforts  

to help charities we care about.

The ImPulse Committee

We love creating award-winning work, and doing 

it pro bono is a bonus. Recently, we did a regional 

campaign for the Delaware Valley chapter of the 

Alzheimer’s Association. We also raise charity 

money with our employee-made Holiday Baskets 

that are raffled off at annual holiday parties.

Each year we donate our time and money to great 

causes like the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, 

Manna on Main Street, and Salfid Rescue.

Giving back for good

“At PulseCX, community is a value, not a descriptor.” 19www.PulseCX.com

Leadership doesn’t just come from our executives. The CXLT is a rotating group that finds new ways 

to enhance the overall PulseCX experience. They put their heads together to improve departmental 

integration, collaboration, leadership, and planning. Participation is voluntary, and a new  

group forms every 6 months.

PulseCX Leadership Team (CXLT)

Did you know that the human heart beats about 42 million times 

a year? We appreciate them all by celebrating every employee’s 

birthday and work anniversary.

Hooray for heartbeats

Dave Borden, our resident computer server guru, also knows something about 

serving drinks. He built the bar that sits in our kitchen area. It’s the epicenter  

of many in-house happy hours and celebrations.

The Borden Bar is open



Welcome to the PulseCX neighborhood
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Sure, we work in a cool, collaboration-inducing space. We’re also surrounded  

by some great places to grab lunch or have some happy hours together.

Plus, we have in-house heroes that have you covered when the work  

struggle is real—from computer solutions to answers about benefits.
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Welcome to the PulseCX neighborhood

Good eats around Montgomeryville, PA

Quick-hit markets (12:30 meetings, argh!)

•  Whole Foods

•  Trader Joe’s

Sushi (or bait, depending on your preference)

•  Noburu—Try the sushi buffet

•  Kumo—Best sushi lunch special around

Pubs (yes, we’re all adults here)

•  Iron Hill Brewery & Restaurant

•  Prism Brewing Company—Best craft beer  

in the area, good for a happy hour

•  Tex Mex Connection—Good for happy hour

•  Brickhouse—Good for happy hour  

(noticing a trend?)

•  The Metropolitan American Diner and Bar

•  The Lucky Well

•  Village Tavern

Others

•  Harvest Seasonal Grill & Wine Bar— 

Great farm-to-table food (pinky out!)

•  Arpeggio—Wood-fired pizza at a cozy  

Italian-Mediterranean eatery

•  Bacco Italian Restaurant —Relaxing outdoor  

patio with a bocce court

•  Pumpernick’s Deli—For when you want  

that authentic deli experience

•  Lindinger’s Deli & Catering—Just 5 minutes  

away with $5 lunch options

•  Jules Thin Crust

•  Chipotle Mexican Grill

“PulseCX has the heart to have fun socially and to support our local community.” 23www.PulseCX.com

We get by with a lotta help from our friends

It’s what our culture’s about—working together to get the job done right. But when stuff gets crazy or 

confusing, you need to know just whom to see, like:

Dave Borden, Network Manager 

No, screaming at your computer  

won’t fix it, but talking to Dave will.

Susan Drakas, Benefits Coordinator

Got the features and want more about 

the benefits? Susan will help you out.

Luz Morrow, Accountant

Can’t figure our expense report or 

timesheet system? Give Luz a call.

Mary Lacquaniti, Sr. Director, HR

Need a Band-Aid (or more) for any work- 

related problem? Mary’s there for you.

Email: HumanResources@PulseCX.com 

Phone: 215.699.9200

Want to hear more about PulseCX? Contact HR at
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